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l i Build from There. 

Oshkosh Truck Corporation designs and builds the toughest, most reliable, most technologically 

advanced trucks in the world. These vehicles have to perform in extreme conditions and face the 

toughest terrain on the planet. Our employees are the real power behind Oshkosh vehicles, and 

we’re looking for engineers who are ready for this kind of challenge. If you’ve got big ideas 

and stand by them, then we invite you to join us on campus. 

CAREER FAIR INFORMATION SESSION ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 

JANUARY 24, 2006 FEBRUARY 27, 2006 FEBRUARY 28, 2006 AND 

ENGINEERING HALL UNION SOUTH MARCH 1, 2006 

11AM-—5 PM 7PM 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS - FULL TIME & INTERNS / MATERIALS SCIENCE CO-OP 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS - FULL TIME & INTERNS / TEAM COORDINATOR CO-OP 

INDUSTRIAL / MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS - FULL TIME & INTERNS 

Sign up for on-campus interviews 

through Engineering Career Services. 
a | we 7 SH 

| Please visit our website at: 

www.oshkoshtruckcorporation.com 

Oshkosh Truck Corporation and its subsidiary companies offer competitive salaries, an excellent benefits program, 

and opportunities for ongoing training and growth. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and minorities 

are encouraged to apply.
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EDITORIAL 

My New Year's resolution 
I'm writing this editorial on New Year's Day. At about this time each year, I experience a welcome reve- 
lation; I realize I've finally recovered from what I call the "post-finals funk''--that lingering malaise caused 
by the emotional trauma of final exams. 

z I expect you know the feeling. You go on a three-week-long binge of finishing problems sets, writing 
papers, recopying notes and--if you're really desperate--actually reading the textbook, and you're reward- 
ed only with an empty and anticlimactic sense of apathy and exhaustion. I always picture myself basking 
in the giddy afterglow of all my hard work immediately after finishing that final test, but it rarely hap- 

- ens. Instead, I'm left with a feeling that, in some ways, resembles a hangover. 
Kyle Oliver P 8 y 8 

Te LO This year, I took an extra measure to accelerate the healing process by sticking around in Madison for a 
full five days after I'd raced through my last papers and exams. This downtime certainly got me started 

on the road to bouncing back from finals. However, like so many of us, I find it increasingly difficult to relax much during holidays at 
home; fun but stressful get-togethers with family and high-school friends keep me on edge. Since I usually make it back to Madison for 
New Year's Eve, it's often not until the first couple days of January that I finally shake the post-finals funk. 

Getting some work done usually helps, I guess because it's easier to forget about the past semester when you start working on new proj- 
ects (like magazine editorials). But the going is usually tough at first, so this year I sought guidance from my favorite writer, Douglas 
Adams. As I toyed with possible editorial ideas, I embraced the New Year's spirit and reread a column Adams wrote just before the turn 
of the millennium. This column was about New Year's resolutions, and it presented the following intriguing suggestion: 

“[I]t turns out that there may be a very good reason why we fail to keep our New Year's Resolutions other than the obvious abject fee- 
bleness of will. It's this. We can't remember what they are. Simple. And if we actually wrote them down, then we probably can't remem- 
ber where we put the piece of paper, either." 

Thankfully, the New Year's resolution I came up with today involves final exams, so I can be pretty sure I haven't violated it in the past 
21 hours. Thus, I can forget whatever lame resolutions my friends and I came up with last night as the ball was dropping and, instead, 
offer up in writing the following resolution for 2006: I, Kyle Oliver, will do everything in my power to alleviate or entirely prevent the 
post-finals funk. 

When I first got this idea, it occurred to me that I had no clue how to actually keep this resolution, so I went back to idly reading Adams' 
column. I chuckled when I got to his request for reader feedback, though, since it wasn't suggestions for resolutions he wanted. No, he 

wanted suggestions for New Year's hangover cures. 

The more I think about it, the more I think the keys to preventing the post-finals funk are the same as the keys to preventing hangovers: 
moderation and preparation. Moderation means easing up on how much work I do, which I think I can accomplish by studying smarter 
and not sweating the little stuff. Preparation is about getting started early, building plenty of breaks into my schedule and, most impor- 
tantly, knowing when to quit. 

So there it is, my 2006 New Year's resolution. As usual, it's just one of those things I tell myself pretty much every year and at which I'll 
probably fail. But I can't possibly fail until May, which is longer than most of my resolutions make it. 

Plus, I definitely won't forget where I wrote it down. 
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Albrecht Karle: } 
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SS 

The traveling professor 3 UW veling professor 3% 
cf b . 

By Carly Mulliken and Nicole Rybeck : , South Pole , 

t first sight, Albrecht Karle might seem >) a 
A* your typical physicist. Who “ur , 

would guess that this UW-Madison Ss ; 
professor spends at least one month of every d 
year at the South Pole? a 0 

Albrecht Karle grew up on a farm in southern Tr SS 2d 
Germany with his parents, two brothers and a Karle cannot say exactly when his interest in e 

sister. He says that his parents always encour- Science began, but the challenge of investigat- 
aged their children to seek higher education. ing the unknown has been with him since 7 
Karle describes how his family would sit those family dinners. Early in his college 

around the dinner table discussing various Career, he intended to study philosophy but 
issues and ideas as a way of stimulating their decided against it. 

minds. The children were urged to be com- realize he wanted to challenge these 
petitive and aim high, a mind-set that has "[Philosophy doesn’t] lead you to we ae unknowns. He says he sought to know, "What 
stuck with him throughout life. ine oo pee ede ea are the fundamental laws? Why are things the 

fe 2 i way they are?” 
Karle graduated from the University of — nature and the universe," he says. er 

Munich with a degree in astrophysics. He con- es Sane In 1995, Karle was asked to be a part of a proj- 
tinued his education by earning his doctorate Additionally, Karle says his jfime at the ect at UW-Madison known as Ice Cube (see 

at the Max Planck Research Institute for University of Munich was a driving force in "Icy answers to heavenly questions," Sept. 

Physies in Berlin. Karle then worked in the Se ae Tea EG me et 2004). Karle says that he was initially drawn to 
field for some time before being hired at UW- he saw people around him investigating NeW the research project because "it looked like a 
Madison in 1997 as a physics professor. and undiscovered phenomena, helping him challenge.” 

{LRT a i RHR 2] 
ib Bas ; npr i Essentially, Ice Cube is an extremely large 

, ita al § ih | (one-cubic-kilometer) high-energy neutrino 
i t<s~, 7 = | _ telescope. The telescope has been appropriate- 

bar i —— i i ey ‘I SE ly named the Antarctic Muon and Neutrino 

a ; ' " CC = = "| Detector Array (AMANDA). The Antarctic 
Bere a location of Ice Cube is critical to its collection 

dl = ie of accurate data, because it requires a large 
a —= ap volume of pure ice. The current location was 

CZ 2 iH See | = chosen after many failed test sites, and it is 
Gj _ i =, = @ Ps now stationed below the surface of the South 
YZ BA E < Pole where the ice is clear and free of impuri- 

LY AAA nl ties. Karle says that the location is potentially 
A = re] a "the world's cleanest environment." 

E ans — ; : "[The ice is] so clear you wouldn't believe it," 

, hut . = he says. oc IN — y' 2s os | 
‘ s ! Ve ¥ Researchers expect to finish construction of 

. om a Ice Cube in 2010. Karle says that it is the single 
F a | __ largest project researchers at UW-Madison 

b R' } py Hs have ever participated in, with a grant of over 
4 ee © $200 million. Karle believes the project should 

NZ be considered a long-term investment into 
‘ ’ = the future of high-energy astrophysics. 

™ 2 
i aa “i a 

Physics professor Albrecht Karle holds a photomultiplier tube which is used to [Ice Cube| allows us to see astrophysics in a 
detect neutrino collisions. new way," Karle says. 
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Karle's duties within this % 

project are varied. He F fea ‘| vil || 
serves as associate director rea arrcreee eee re 4) a i 4 oe, Teeny 

of science and instruments. ae i ea poe La Hire “ ~ r 2 Aa Lt : Ga 

"In this role, I share respon- = | ) , f J. NL 2 

sibility for the successful y Ss i r at hs 
design and production of i i i F&F Pa fs ah | | 8 
the instrument and_ its 7, es qs Hee] | m1 i | ‘ z 

installation at the South aa ~ oo ha || i { | ee | | | 5 
Pole. I work closely with cae PS et | = i pee hell ni eS ee 
the ‘Level 2’ managers in Beg! - “ a at Bhp Wey Se/* " ¥ | ey int eS! 

their respective fields, and ae + ; ‘ i wae ad r ee at ¥ Sa 

also with the project dire | |] By ‘Bl 7 Se + ye a: 
tor on all strategic matters Helen ee , i 4 ih b | - rm W y, 2 

for Ice Cube," Karle says. Fe a) mi? Be Ques F a a TEC FT 
According to Karle, in a r Seo eS Se GE EZ ec 
typical day at the station, Photos from the South Pole from January 2005: left, Professor Albrecht Karle wearing extreme cold 
researchers are either Weather clothing. Right, Ice Cube group members pose in front of one of their many South Pole 
working, talking about research facilities. 

their work, eating or sleep- __ his fellow cyclists with his distinctive red tires. Author Bio: This is Carly's third article for 
ing. For Karle, the day starts at 6 a.m. with are also is an active member of Hoofers Wisconsin Engineer. She is a senior majoring 
breakfast "in the beautiful new cafeteria,  caijing Club and says he likes to sail "when in English and working toward a technical 
which has a view of the South Pole and the the wind is right." communications certificate. Nicole is a sopho- 
construction site of Ice Cube. more majoring in industrial and systems engi- 

: Karle hopes the work he is doing will set up neering and French. She is an active member 

After breakfast, Karle spends the rest of his 12- the framework for future generations of of Polygon Engineering Student Council as 
ie ae pices on five eas - researchers to go beyond the known. well as an on-site coordinator for 
ube drill, mal Ing sure it runs smoot ry and LeaderSha) e 2006. 

that it is ready to install a string of sensors. He Jo Cybe will open a new window to the uni- r 
also oversees the actual installation of the sen- verse," he says. Ife 

sors and their deployment, which goes on into 
the next shift and through the night. 

During the day, Karle is in contact with people 
all over the site via e-mail because he is TO P TA L E N T 
responsible for Ice Cube operations while he 
is there. 

"[With] only about 45 people on the ice for Ice E Ni G I N E E RS 
Cube, it is a big operation and requires con- 
stant communication," he says. N a b XN em fi rst! 

Karle's day does not end until 1:30 a.m., or 
until he has checked the deployment of the Advertise with the 
sensors, more e-mails and the satellite for next H . . . 
day's weather. In the evening, Karle has time Wisconsin Engineer Magazine 
to talk to other people about the day and what 

is in store for the next. Our award-winning, student-run 
magazine is read by UW-Madison engi- 

"The sense of community is amazing," he says. een students ovat day. Boost che 
"It is a different social life for many reasons; recruiting efforts, buy an ad space 
there is no money, no keys, no TV, no radio, no ' 

other place to go. Drillers, construction peo- 
ple, scientists, university professors, dozer 

drivers all wear the same clothing and eat at wisceng r@ cae .WiSC. ed u 

the same place; they talk to each other like 
equals. It's a great place in a harsh world." (608) 262-3494 

When he's not traveling Karle enjoys "break- WI SCO n Sl n e n g | n ee r CO mM 

ing loose" by spending time outdoors. He is a 
dedicated road biker, and he stands out from 

WISCONSH engineer FEBRUARY 2006 5
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By. BradiGrons _ BUS. UB ses =e 
JT t's a typical weekday. You get up, drink ing traffic, a computer system would (PATH) and the California Transportation 

| your cup of coffee and hop into your ensure every vehicle arrived safely and by Department developed an experimental 
At vehicle on your way to another day at _ the most efficient route. stretch of highway I-15 near San Diego in 
work. Once you reach the interstate, you 1997 and have been testing AHS technolo- 
see it: complete chaos. Somebody lost con- Does this scenario sound too far-fetched to gy there ever since. According to PATH, 
trol of a vehicle and slammed into a bridge. _ believe? Actually, the technology may be _ they have been successfully able to manage 
You know there's no way around this one-- much closer to reality than you think. With "a platoon of cars driving at 60 miles per 
you're stuck in rush hour traffic and are ongoing research into Automated High- hour with six feet of space between each 
going to be late for work. way System (AHS) technology, "smart" vehicle." 

highways may one day make unexpected _ 
Now imagine a world where the entire delays and driver mistakes a problem of With computers controlling 
transportation system is controlled by a __ the past. all the vehicles on the road, 
computer that can observe and control 3 

every vehicle on the roadway simultane- According to David Noyce, professor of Automated Highway System 
ously. Instead of emotional or distracted transportation engineering at UW- (AHS) technology may one 
drivers maneuvering vehicles into oncom- Madison, smart highways are simply a day revolutionize the way 
=z = roadway system that is hands off, feet off. . Bae 

— ee The roadway talks to the vehicle." In fact, people think about driving. 
2) Se 5 j the communication between roads and ™ ei —— 

Ys ime) aa ) vehicles takes place through electronic 
Ve ye | equipment and magnets embedded in Large cities would stand to benefit the | quip 8) Be 

; ol | roadways that send signals to a processor most from AHS technology. Modern met- 
located inside each vehicle. Vehicles would — ropolitan areas such as Los Angeles are 

1k j receive all commands relating to guidance, _ reaching a limit on the number of highway 
? acceleration, spacing and braking from the _ lanes a city can accommodate. 

roadway instead of the driver. In essence, 

¢ while traveling on a road with AHS tech- "They don't have the room to keep building 
© nology, the driver could simply program a __ freeways out there. They have to find ways 

oe § route and then sit back as the road and the _ to move more efficiently," Noyce says. 
= vehicle do the rest of the work. 

| } a2 Smart highways attempt to improve road- 
David Noyce, professor of transporta- Smart highways have already been con- way efficiency in several ways. Because the 
tion engineering at UW-Madison, shares Structed and tested. The Partners for human driving expectations have been 
his views on “smart” highways. Advanced Transportation and Highways removed from the traveling experience, 

wiceaneiac. FEBRUARY 200 WISCONS Magee



vehicle headways (the distance between design system. [Transportation engineers] 
two consecutive vehicles) can be reduced. may have to use staging areas or some sort 3 
By tightening up this spacing, the number _ of filtering out of vehicles." . 2 
of vehicles occupying the same stretch of g 
roadway can be increased. The system also This re-analysis will not be limited to vehi- Se I z 

would reduce the number of vehicle colli- cle transitions, though. = 3 

sions, since most accidents are caused by Go pay, = 3 

driver error. With fewer crashes to delay "Traffic control systems are based on a bas 8 
traffic, the efficiency--and the safety--of the | macroscopic level. [AHS tecnology] works 3 

highway network would improve signifi- on a microscopic level," Noyce says. The Pontiac Transport is the current ~ 
cantly. workhorse for the Automated High- 

In other words, AHS technology would way System technology. 
Many skeptics of smart highway technolo- require a system that is currently designed 
gies point out the high cost of implement- to understand streams of vehicles to now 7 | | . 
ing these systems. From installation costs, understand what each individual vehicle Author Bio: Brad Groh Isia senior major- 

to maintenance costs, to the costs of updat- needs at any given time. oe 8 ee He is ee aco- 

ing the technologies in all vehicles, the chair tor the UvV-Madison concrete canoe 
A eat expenditures required for smart There is also the issue of making AHS tec- team as they seek their fourth consecutive 

highways are daunting. hnology understand what to do in high- national championship. 
density urban travel areas. As roadways 

Noyce acknowledges the cost of smart become larger and more complex, design- 

highways as a limiting factor. However, ing an effective route for each vehicle 
based upon the space constraints in large becomes even more challenging. 
cities, he believes there will be opportuni- 
ties for smart highways to prove their "Some of these California highways have 
value. eight to 10 lanes," Noyce says. "How do 

you get someone to their exit across eight 
"It's supply and demand," Noyce says. "It _ lanes of traffic? It's a programming issue." 
becomes an investment. I think technolo- 
gy-wise, once we see that this can work, it | With urban areas reaching their saturation 
might become the economically smart limits for roadways, there is a need for this 
thing to do." type of technology 

to increase the 
Beyond the cost considerations, transporta- capacity of existing a 
tion engineers must overcome several roads. If researchers is ee | pac 

other challenges before smart highways continue to make rol aan 

can become a e ality For instance, they will progress, AHS tech- 3 Bob's Copy Shop 

have to develop methods to transition nology stands to eee - 
vehicles from roadways that use AHS tech-__ one day completely L ARANISEA 
nology to unwired roads and vice versa. redefine the way (608) 251-2936 | . Baw copies 

everyone thinks ab- sae net * Color Copies 
" iti eee 1314 W. Johnson Steet |. Transparencies How do you transition from a dumb road __ out driving. We Madison, WISS7I5 | Cu Pp Goler Calend 
to a smart road?" Noyce asks. "These issues cet 7 Necciisie” Sones 
will require a complete re-analysis of the € «Brochures 

Ch. + Resumes 
ome @ i | | * Manuals 
pat xe | | + Reports 
YE * Theses 
Lie + Faxing Services 
Sin Mi . ae pate 

iiiiaa- Mon - The -8:00 | + Graphic Design 
hall” earn | + Booklet Binding 

: ; : 3 Fie + Hard Bound Books 
ny ea ies i f I 2 fa * Large Format Printing and Laminatin 
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@ raat = AN ‘ * Business Cards 
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Pictured here are five demo vehicles from the Automated 
Highway System labs. From left, Houston Metro Bus | and Il, 

Oldsmobile Silhouette van, Bonneville Il and Bonneville I. 
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Getting a new charge oe 
one eS oo as. an 

from organosilicon electrolytes eS ae 

By Matt Stauffer 

esearchers are getting charged up Conventional batteries use a carbonate elec- chemists call the "cis" conformation. This com- 
Re the potential of silicone elec- _ trolyte that is volatile, flammable and corro- pound functions as an electrolyte because any 

‘olytes in electrical applications. Not _ sive. Silicon, the earth's second most abundant __ two electronegative oxygen atoms are the per- 
only are silicon-based electrolytes out-per- element making up 27.7 percent of the earth's _ fect distance apart to bond to a positive lithi- 
forming current carbonate electrolytes, they crust, is a stable, naturally occurring element. um ion. The head stabilizes the entire com- 
are also more stable and environmentally pound. 
friendly. The most conductive silicon-based electrolyte 

is a compound called polysiloxane. The "We are unsure exactly how the silicon atoms 
The function of an electrolyte in a lithium ion "head" of this compound contains two silicon are able to stabilize this compound," West 
battery is to attach to the lithium ion and trans- atoms separated by a single oxygen atom. The _ says. Researchers know the molecule would 
port it from anode to cathode. Batteries pro- "tail" is a chain of oxygen atoms separated by not function as an electrolyte without it, 
duce a charge when the positive terminal, the two carbon atoms bonded in what organic though. The synthesis of silicon-based elec- 
cathode, reacts with the negative terminal, the 
anode, via the transfer of free electrons associ- era ee a ~~ re, a” 
ated with the lithium ions. UW-Madison pro- P é eo —F- 
fessor of chemistry Robert West, along with PA + = 7 ved ) 

colleagues at the Organosilicon Research y. » cae 7] & 1 
Center, have synthesized a new breed of sili- eer es = oe q \ | i MY al i 

con-based electrolytes that are being imple- BR = Fook h J Vee 
mented in lithium ion batteries. Ad BE fi \ eG Na st uP ALS a rT 

et rR ii a “ / = i 

"We wanted to use silicones because of their t ase t * x ] ie es 

stability, but the problem is that they are non- me y ! 
conductive," West says. € > ' rs 8 
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A three-dimensional representation 3 ee ih. emer Sem “A a! b 
of siloxane that is used in the Bion , — —— + - 7 
battery. Developed by Professor From left Lingzhi Zhang, Robert West and Viacheslav Dementiev. Robert West, pro- 
West, the compound helps Bion last fessor of chemistry, holds the lithium ion battery that uses the conductive silicon- 

up to 12 years. based electrolyte he developed. 

, ' 8 : 
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trolytes has proven to be a very intricate superior battery include mobile phones, cam- _ In wind and solar applications, a supercapac- 
process. This process was invented by West — eras and computers, all of which currently use itor would store the energy produced so it 
and his colleagues and is patented by _ the carbonate electrolyte batteries. could be delivered in 120-volt AC form that 
Quallion, the California-based manufacturer standard appliances in North America need. 
of the lithium batteries that use polysiloxane. _"Polysiloxane is an expensive product because 

of the tedious nature of its synthesis," West 

"You have to obtain a high level of purity in says. "But prices are bound to drop as pro- By founding the Organosilicon Research 
the synthesis to maximize the potential of the duction increases; that is just the way the mar- _ Center, West has not only helped over 80 stu- 
electrolyte," West says. ket works." The military is beginning to use dents earn doctorates in organic chemistry, 

Css batteries in field equipment, and NASA _ but also has provided UW-Madison with a 
The Bion is a neurostimula- is using them in spacecraft due to the superior valuable research infrastructure, positioning 

tor capable of alleviating life span. ae a world leader in organosili- 

many of the debilitating Silicone electrolytes also can be applied in 
symptoms of epilepsy, supercapacitors. Viacheslav Dementiev, a 

strokes, Parkinson's disease UW-Madison chemist, realized that using a Author Bio: Matt Stauffer is a sophomore 

: aie aati silicon-based dielectric liquid could increase _ majoring in materials science and engineering. 
and spinal cord Injuries. the storage capacity of capacitors. A capacitor 

is a device that can store an electrical charge 
and then deliver it as a high voltage burst of 

The pure polysiloxane electrolytes are pro- energy. Capacitors are composed of two 
ducing amazing results. When compared to metallic plates that are 
the carbonate electrolyte, the polysiloxane separated from each other 
electrolyte proved to be superior in every way. _ by a material known as a i zi 
Ina test to simulate the batteries’ life spans, the __ dielectric. j 

two batteries are charged and discharged es 
repeatedly. The battery using the carbonate "Silicone is a good dielec- isk ; 
electrolyte failed after 500 cycles, which is _ tric because it can store a € rm a 
equivalent to approximately two years of use. larger charge and can ze ; 

Results from this same test show a projected operate at much higher | a JE 
lifetime of over twelve years for the battery voltages due to the stabil- os} : 
using the polysiloxane electrolyte. This ity of the silicon com- 7 I Bs 
increase is a direct result of polysiloxane's pound," Dementiev says. | Ah Bed 
superior electrochemical stability. Furth- j ; ality ‘ 
ermore, silicone electrolytes are nonflamma- _Supercapacitors--regular | Wend } | al 
ble, environmentally benign and nontoxic, all capacitors that operate at 4 " =a ¥ iN a Ed 
of which are necessary for the battery to be much higher voltages-- bee oy " y Pei: = 
implantable in the human body. have potential applica- uh ’ ; ey PY ond 

tions in electric cars as (3 Y 5 j om 
Quallion already uses the electrolytes devel- well as wind and _ solar a ee VA } 
oped at UW-Madison in new lithium batteries — energy systems. When a Fi * a ef" re ¥ a} | 
that power an implant device called the Bion. _ car begins to move, there i _ af Al i 
This device is a neurostimulator capable of is an enormous energy Am, Sy j | 
alleviating many of the debilitating symptoms barrier to overcome. A a q i a e 
of epilepsy, strokes, Parkinson's disease and _ battery alone cannot pro- | i a: 
spinal cord injuries. The Bion is only 18 mil- _ vide sufficient energy to BR j g 
limeters long and three millimeters in diame- overcome this barrier. A = ; * 3 

ter. It is implanted using a hypodermic needle — supercapacitor would be ang F al 5 
near the point where a nerve connection has able to deliver the initial a en 2 
been broken. The neurostimulator relays elec- boost of energy that is ri a go eT z 
trical signals from one side of the severed needed to get a car Q gi oy q 2 
nerve to the other, effectively bridging the rolling. From there the i a | rm ifn a S 
gap. batteries would be able to : a | al < | > 

sustain the current need- Ne oe 4 5 ws oi ‘ a] 2 

"The idea is that wherever you have a broken __ ed to drive the car. When a | ry we. a a mc 

nerve connection, you can supply an electrical _ the car slows to a stop, a 
impulse to complete the circuit," West says. great deal of kineticener- "FRG aan ie that wharavar vai) hava a hro. RGD Mages ; aa ; The idea is that wherever you have a bro- 

agazine recognized this device as an _ gy is lost from the system. ; 
important innovation by awarding it with a A supercapacitor would ken nerve connection, you can supply an 
2005 R&D 100 award for new technologies. be able to store this ener- electrical impulse to complete the circuit." 
The original intent of Quallion was to use this gy as potential electric - Robert West 
new battery in cardiac pacemakers to give the energy and then use it to 

devices a longer life span. Other uses for this __ get the car rolling again. eee 

SS et 
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By David Michael Drenk : 

ight years ago, Tom Kelly was a pro- "The first atom probes were one-dimen- absolute zero. Next, they would apply a 
He of materials science and engi- _ sional instruments," Kelly says. "They just high voltage to the sample. The voltage dif- 

neering and the director of the eroded the specimen and recorded what ference between the sample and the cham- 
Materials Science Center at UW-Madison. was coming through the aperture as afunc- ber produced an electric field that was 
Today he is the chairman and chief techni- _ tion of time." strongest at the tip of the needle. The atoms 
cal officer of a company he founded, Imago at the tip would become charged ions and 
Scientific Instruments. Kelly made the The first atom probe was built at Penn State be pulled loose by the electric field. These 
transition from the academic world to University in the 1960s and used extremely ions would travel to a detector made of 
industry to create a new kind of micro- cold temperatures, high voltage pulses and _ phosphorus and produce a visible flash of 
scope: the Local Electrode Atom Probe a phosphorus plate to record a one-dimen- _ light on impact. 
(LEAP). sional sequence of atoms. 

This design was improved in 1988 when 
The LEAP is a microscope that creates Wy... mattarafan the first three-dimensional atom probe was 
three-dimensional maps of the atomic It wes a matter of an invented at the University of Oxford. The 
structure of a substance. The LEAP can cre- engineering problem, not a Oxford researchers added a position-sensi- 
ate a computer image that shows the type science problem." tive detector. 
and location of atoms contained in the sub- -Tom Kell 
stance. This allows manufacturers, who y "They were able to take the entire emitted 

use the microscope to find defects or con- = pattern and make a _ position-sensitive 
taminants in their products, to map the dis- detector so they could record where each 
tribution of dopants (intentional impuri- To use these early probes, researchers atom hit. This allowed them to know 
ties) in semiconductors and redesign tools would carve a sample of the substance where the atoms were in two dimensions 
and circuits on the scale of nanometers. under examination into the shape of anee- on the surface," Kelly says. "The third 
Kelly's invention made this technology dle with a very sharp point. They would — dimension was the erosion sequence," that 
practical for industry with greater speed _ then place this needle in a vacuum cham- is, the order in which the atoms were 
and accuracy than previous atom probes. ber and decrease the temperature to almost extracted from the sample. "The kicker is, 

. s “A . eral 
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these images took as much as two weeks to By measuring the time of flight, scientists Kelly patented his idea through the 
collect." can calculate the mass of an atom, which Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation 

indicates what kind of atom is being col- (see "Patent pending," Sept. 2005) and got a 
Kelly became interested in improving the _ lected. In order to determine when the time grant for its development from the 
speed of atom probes. of flight begins, voltage is applied to the National Science Foundation. The grant 

sample in pulses. amounted to about $300,000 for three 
"It was obvious that the result, at least in an years, which had to pay for both the hard- 
academic setting, was worth the wait in "If we put a one nanosecond voltage pulse ware and personnel. That was enough to 
many cases, but that was never going tobe on the sample, we know to within a _ test various concepts, but it wasn't enough 
adequate if this tool was ever going tohave nanosecond when the atoms were evapo- _ to build a complete microscope. 
a life beyond the research lab," Kelly says. rated. The problem was, pulsing was very 
He knew the process for creating three- difficult to do at high repetition rates "We just didn't have the resources," Kelly 
dimensional images on an atomic scale because it involved very high voltages," says. "It really took going to a commercial 
quickly and accurately was theoretically Kelly says. setting where the resources were dedicated 
possible, but the equipment needed to to doing it right." 
make it happen did not exist. The Local Electrode Atom 
lets / ' Probe improves the speed Kelly's. mother was the first person to 

was a matter of an engineering problem, 5 invest in his company. Investments from 
not a science problem," Kelly says. and accuracy of mapping friends, family members and businesses 

substances at the atomic followed. In April 1998, Kelly hired his first 
Kelly already had a strong engineering level employee, Tye Gribb, a UW-Madison grad- 
background before he came to UW-  . = suatte with a doctorate in metallurgical engi- 

Madison. He earned a bachelor's degree in neering. 
mechanical engineering from Northeastern 
University in Boston, Mass. and a doctor- Kelly's idea was to create a local electrode __ Kelly tried to balance teaching and family 
ate in materials science from the _ that was very close to the sample. The elec- life with the creation of a business, but 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology _ trode is shaped like the cone of a volcano. after a year, he still hadn't completed a 
(MIT). He was a professor of materials sci- The ring formed by the very edge of the business plan. Kelly decided he needed 
ence and engineering at UW-Madison for _ electrode can be centered over the tip of the more time to devote to his invention. 
17 years. In 1993, during his time at UW- sample at a distance of only 20 microns. 
Madison, Kelly came up with the idea for From 1999 to 2001 Kelly took a two-year 
the Local Electrode Atom Probe. "We need to get a certain electric field to sabbatical from the university and focused 

pull atoms off. By moving the electrode on creating the LEAP microscope. When 
The problem with the older atom probes much closer, we can get that field atamuch _ the sabbatical ended, Kelly was required to 
had to do with calculating the time of lower voltage across the electrode," Kelly _ return to full-time work at the university if 
flight, the time it takes an atom to travel says. he wanted to remain on the faculty. 
from the tip of the sample to the detector. Instead, Kelly decided to officially leave 

ee _ the university and become the chief techni- 
" hs ae 2 F| cal officer of the company he founded, 

() Imago Scientific Instruments. 
‘J 

ve r Imago shipped the beta version of the 
a x oe LEAP microscope in June 2003, and the 

" WS a ZZ on refined LEAP 3000 in February 2004. 

Te ya Imago has sold the LEAP microscope to 
ra companies in Australia, Japan and the 

m United States, and already has orders for a 

b Me new model that will be available this sum- 

& a mer. 

~ 
dig - Kelly's local electrode invention has sever- 
Ds on rt f ry al advantages over other atom probes. One 

ie advantage is speed. By using a much lower 

r) @) A i ‘ voltage, atoms can be extracted faster 

\ 3 because the voltage doesn't have as far to 
= $ drop between each pulse. 

a a £ 

2 "Nowadays other atom probes collect 
o~ 3 about ten atoms per second. At much 

is 7 2 lower voltage, we're able to build pulsers 
that can run 1,000 times faster, and we're 

- * collecting 10,000 atoms per second rou- 
Close-up of the LEAP microscope, and the camera used to align the sample prior he oo f P : 
to imaging. tinely. Now instead of a week, it takes ten 

. . ee 
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minutes to collect an : j ¥ 

image," Kelly says. etal | 8 
= 

Another advantage lp SS eee | | R. | 8 
is accuracy. Because i ummm jiu R s 5 | = 
the local electrode : Ve = a 3 
can be placed close {/ SMe VAr = —— ; ' E i if 
to the tip of a nee- i s CS PE, j 1 
dle, each sample can — ‘ a aly Wh ee "a i ete + iui ae ; 
contain as many as iy iB) Jr sg | ae te Ny 

50 needles, which | & A\ i) 4 } ; , | ‘y a + 

the LEAP micro- Pe \ “ Ve | Deal A i ie oy i Y> > 
scope can address \ i y be: : ere . ae = 3 in 

individually. | v hi wine age Ss r, ca® 4 ye 
Pa \ e i tna a aN i ‘ 

The newest LEAP i Che ei te Sree ss y ) 
also will feature a of 4 WJ AQ ¢ Dn ge 
laser-pulsing mode, os j ie et Ni S “a 
which uses a laser to wv u/ Ee ee i = IN a ie y 
trigger atom extrac- "\y WN oe veal WwW 1A 
tion from a sample ', nay oe a oa Dr. Tom Kelly, entrepreneur and 
with a static charge. “4 a Ve ee Ds | e inventor of the Local Elelctrode 
This: ature allows a S oe | | Atom Probe (LEAP) microscope, 
the LEAP to analyze =<, % VW S sey wee ere at his company Imago Inc. in 

semiconductor A aS | Madison, WI. 
materials in addi- A = ARF! » wa 
tion to the metals Cas ; >. La . \ 
and highly conduc- " 
tive materials that the previous designs 
could handle using only voltage pulsing. & ’ 

In spite of his new career, Kelly still has ~% 
many ties to the university. Close to 20 of 2) 
Imago's employees are graduates of UW- “ a 
Madison's College of Engineering, and the 
College's professors and students frequent- : 
ly work with Imago employees on research 
projects. UW-Madison researchers are 
allowed to use Imago's equipment, and 
Imago employees still use the microscopes if 5 a 
in the materials science and engineering | ail ~ 

lab. But thanks to Kelly, atom probes are no | ‘i : SG = | ee 
longer confined to academic settings. eer 3 Fs a7 

e ee i ele i 
"We can realistically build companies an Le | SZ . ad MY 1 \ NN 
instrument that can give them data in a ff i} i * a Hy AD ae | 

time frame that's useful," Kelly says. WE | e ~~ -  o-_ ~ ri a | ‘| 

| : r ve a ye oe! aN 
Author Bio: David Michael Drenk is a PJ) i) = Ps ee - e y ge | 

UW-Madison graduate with a bachelor's [if = J 1 a a | x an dei | 
degree in electrical engineering and com- he 5 tg re ot ’ aS 
puter science. He returned to the universi- 1 | H jin : ™~ \ 
ty in 2005 to obtain a technical communica- | AQY | , noe sae, ae, NX 
tions certificate from the College of |iieeaa(%e fe & uly je at “ ‘ r AN 
Engineering and is now pursuing a career | ea fg ps ua | 4 A 1 ce ve 

as a technical writer. me Pi i PF 7 ey) i 13 PS ~ =U L i 

= sue Fs, | 2 Vaan). ) Ra 

—— = =e" Z Pe x we b 
ay Wag i S| Fr fa ee! 

: a & i 
Ee SS ee 2 ce be Cah i < ng 2 

. S aN r N i é 
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McClean Anderson is a world leading manufacturer of 
filament winding-equipment. Since 1961, McClean 

Anderson has contributed to the advancement of S u e n Oa n S 

composites by providing innovative and cost-effective - @ 

filament winding solutions to customers worldwide. It pays to choose UW Credit Union. 
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“YI Sony and Microsoft 
renew gaming rivalry 

By Nate Holton 

's been a showdown like no other: While the Xbox 360 was released 
Jriee=« and Sony are competing for during the 2005 holiday season, = : 

the hearts and minds of video gamers _ the Playstation 3 will not be out J 3 
around the world. With souped up proces- _ until late 2006 at the earliest. 7, = e 
sors, high-definition television (HDTV) = S fy 5 3 
compatibility and a host of entertainment Gamers will have to wait for the Fi y oi 5 
options, Sony's Playstation 3 and_ release of the Playstation 3 before ; } \ s 
Microsoft's Xbox 360 are battling for video they can decide for themselves zg 
gaming superiority. which unit is better, although 8 

many of the specifications of the f , 5 
So which unit will ultimately come out on Playstation 3 have been released; 3 

top? At this point it's impossible to tell, as | comparing this information to the 3 
Microsoft and Sony both have sizable fan Xbox 360 offers at least a vague 3 

bases. basis for comparison of the prod- g 
ucts. a 

"Many people just stick with what they The futuristic-looking Playstation 3 controller 

know and what they are used to. Plus, each The central processing unit (CPU), Varies greatly from previous controller designs. 
system has popular game titles that aren't also called the microprocessor, lies 
available to the other system," an EB _ at the heart of any computer. Since 
Games employee associate reports. the Playstation 3 and the Xbox 360 are Not to be outdone, Sony worked with 

nothing more than highly specified com- Toshiba and IBM to create its "cell proces- 

8 puters, it is appropriate to first compare the sor." At the center of the system is a 3.2 
a 8 power of their respective CPUs. GHz CPU. Though this processor could 

: g easily run a computer alone, it actually acts 

eis | 2 The power of each is unprecedented fora as a managing processor, doling out 

| = video gaming system. The Xbox 360 sports responsibilities to the eight 3.2 GHz 

i a 165 million transistor, multi-core proces- Synergistic Processing Elements (SPE) that 
> sor running three 3.2 gigahertz (GHz) are located on the same chip. The chip 

r : cores. Each core is capable of processing processor neatly organizes all the work 

2 two threads, which are sets of instructions _ that is to be done, and the powerful SPEs 
= within a program's code, simultaneously. do the grunt work. 

The new Playstation 3 will hit stores in [In other words, the Xbox 360 processor is 
late 2006 and will offer three console actually the equivalent of six conventional _It remains to be seen which processor setup 
color options. processors. will yield the better results, but the CPU of 
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a game console, though important, is mere- _ Because of the advanced GPUs featured in data and may eventually replace DVDs 
ly one piece of the puzzle. Another critical each system, both the Playstation 3 and the _ (see "Discs of the future," Feb. 2005). While 
piece of hardware involved in making Xbox 360 have the power tobe HDTV com-_—_§. ——————————. 
oe and life-like yi a is the Le Each system es be peed dis- As the Xbox 360 and 
raphic processing unit } aying its games with up to 1,080 scan . 
as : fie E the a. which y equivalent to Playstation 3 square off to 

an HDTV signal (see "Highly defined: A decide which system reigns 
new world of television," Nov. 2005). The supreme, the ultimate winner 

E difference is that the Playstation 3 will be will be the video game 
= % capable of displaying 1,080 scan lines in a z 

2 progressive format, where every line on enthusiasts. 
in Da ( 5 the television screen is renewed once per 

‘s update, while the Xbox 360 uses an inter- ‘ f 
a ee g laced format, where only every other line is 5 bi ale a i oS cat ns 

g renewed per update. Though $ 
8 each format results in a ¢ 
* highly detailed HDTV ¢ 

Players can change the look of their image, the interlaced for- S a typical DVD holds about 4.7 giga- 
Xbox 360 with different faceplates. mat of the Xbox 360 can eo bytes (GB), a Blu-ray disc would hold 

cause flickering on the sg up to 54 GB of data. If game makers 
screen. = decide to take advantage of this increased 

The Playstation 3 will contain the RSX storage space, the Playstation 3 will hold a 
"Reality Processor," a 550 MHz GPU _ Of course, playing video considerable edge over the Xbox 360 in 
designed by Sony along with popular games is merely one part of the entertain- terms of the complexity and size of its 
graphics card manufacturer NVIDIA. ment package that will come with an Xbox games. 
Meanwhile, the Xbox 360 will come witha 360 or a Playstation 3. Each system sup- 
custom-built 500 MHz ATI graphics ports the use of wireless controllers, Wi-Fi Though the specs of each system can be 
processor card. Internet capabilities and USB ports that can analyzed forever, it will ultimately come 

be used to connect a host of electronic giz- down to which system the consumer 
— ——__ mos to either system. prefers. Until each system can be played 
With souped up processors, side-by-side it will be impossible to accu- 

. meas «os One notable difference between the sys- rately compare their game play. And even 
high-definition television tems is the range of disc types they sup- though one system may lose this match, 

(HDTV) compatibility and a port. The Xbox supports a variety of discs _ the battle itself is a win-win situation for 
host of entertainment currently in use, such as CD-ROM, video game enthusiasts. We 

. ' . CDR+W, DVD, DVD-ROM and DVD-R. 
options, Sony's Playstation 3 However, the Playstation 3 supports all of | Author Bio: Nate Holton is a senior major- 
and Microsoft's Xbox 360 are these as well as the forthcoming Blu-ray ing in philosophy and mechanical engi- 

battling for video gaming discs, which hold an incredible amount of neering. Upon graduation, he plans to 
asi attend law school. 

superiority. 

While the Playstation's GPU seems to be a oN 
stronger choice based on the processing ee ee i a 
speed alone, there is more to the story a @ 2 wv @ 

when one looks at the details. The ATI card 4 a a 
is built on a unified shader architecture. fi a ? = it wy 

This novel setup combines pixel shaders-- fee " © 
which are used to alter the lighting, color ee uid 
and surface of each tiny colored dot on the gk ; = 
screen--and vertex shaders--which work ae aug ed § 
by manipulating an object's position in 3-D ee ener 3 

space. Traditionally, and in the case of the Bs “So g 
Playstation 3, these operations are handled Bae 3 y “ie = 

separately. For the Xbox 360, they are done eee oe eae > 
simultaneously. By combining the two eee " z 
processes Microsoft essentially kills two e 8 
birds with one stone, and the result is 2 

faster graphics computation. 
Microsoft stayed true to its roots with an Xbox 360 controller design 
very similar to the original Xbox controller. 
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By Robert Beets _ 

(77 cientists often contemplate the origins but today's organisms create proteins by continue, but Joe did the controls and said, 

Nem of life juggling interpretive linking chains of amino acids. How then _ ‘Let's dry it a little longer and see what 
5 7 5 3 , segs 6 Se . " 

KJ knowedge about today's world and did amino acids join before cells or organ- happens.’ And low and behold you look 
‘ar ay i. ‘ pena bea ee 5 4 

speculating on the conditions of past eras. 5™S facilitated their linking? and the peaks in your chromatograph get 

UW-Madison engineers are investigating larger," Yin explains, clarifying that chro- 
the possible history of proteins within Fy a a ai to —~ matograph peaks signify an increased 
these predicted environments and their Chemical and biological engli- number of reactions between monomers. 

role before biological systems, DNA or the neers are looking to Mother oe _ 

sia Bde sive msn ot Nature for ips on designing shan Slt ns Cs ife, this research could have important . aus 4 y AESPeCany 
applications for the design of self-repairing new materials. On the way, those lacking water, that encourage linking 

matérials they may also figure out how | of monomers could provide clues to how 
life began. proteins and life began. Yin and Napier 

A genetic code is often referred to as the conducted the drying with only alanine, 

blueprint of life, holding all the informa- * ne * but future experiments could explore what 
tion needed to construct cells, tissues, Yi%, who conducted the research with happens when other amino acid monomers 
organs and entire organisms. But even graduate student Joseph Napier, tested are available. Such experiments might 

with blueprints, a building cannot be con- conditions where amino acids, called show how specific mixtures of amino acids 
structed without a crew of contractors, monomers, could link together and form might enable or catalyze the condensation 

masons and electricians. In the same way, chains, called proteins. In their experiment, _ reaction. 

proteins are the constructors and maintain- © ™Onomers of alanine and dissolved copper 
ers of lifé at the céllular level: salt settled in a moist environment as water _ "I've always had an interest in how living 

evaporated from plastic tubes. Even after systems design [themselves]. And if you 

"Proteins do a lot of the chemistry inside the environment was dry, two alanine mol- _ ask biologists, they'll say it's not a rational 

the living cell. When people begin ‘to think ecules likely associated themselves with _ process, it's really a trial and error process. 

about the earliest forms of life or even pre- each copper atom. Once near each other Evolutionary processes create a lot of dif- 
biotic chemistries, what kinds of chemistry | @0und the copper, the alanines then cotin- ferent designs and designs that work well 
had to occur in order for living systems to ued to join through condensation reactions, get rewarded," Yin says. 

come about?" John Yin, professor of chem- which were partially induced by evapora- . 
ical and biological engineering, asks. tion from continuously applied heat. Since the dawn of proteins and life on 

Earth, natural processes have molded bio- 

Proteins, being so essential to life, were "| think that was one of the surprises for us. logical structure, function and mechanics. 

probably part of the environment when We thought, looking at the work of others, So the question Yin's research asks is this: 
organisms and life started to take shape that once it dried this chemistry would not | Why should engineers always reinvent the 
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wheel when current life forms embody copper salt and applied heat. These two Author Bio: Robert is writing toward a 
eons of trial and error and selection for structures come together an unimaginable career in environmental journalism. His 
what works? number of times every day in each of our goal is to instill public and corporate aware- 

bodies. The chemists and engineers explor- _ ness of environmental issues crucial for the 
"Nature has found a way of tapping into ing these complicated life processes are sustainability of our planet. 
that repertoire and creating very complex developing useful tools for possible materi- 
systems. We as engineers are interested in als applications and delving deeper into 
starting from the basics and seeing if [the _ the mysteries of life. WE 
chemistry] can facilitate the joining of these 
monomers,” Yin says. 

If monomers of amino acids can be joined 
in the absence of water, then linking : 
monomers of other substances can be 4 r 
applied to materials design. Yin calls this ; " § 

the "science fiction" aspect of his research, L a | Bf e 
which could eventually be used to create [% 8 
self-repairing materials. | 4 ‘ 

“Ly 5 
Materials that can repair themselves would es : Hj WR VAI) YY 2 

be useful in many applications, from cloth- Higa \ HD UYU A 
: ‘ ££ ene AU I YY) HI A\\ 8 ing to structural steel support. Bridges @ \ \ ATI Hy) yf Y if, Ni 4 
could retard the effects of weathering and | ey. a, | WW) Wy My H} | i \\ = 
prolong their lifespan; coats could react to ae st Wt Wy HAY vi | & 
current temperature by adjusting thick- a ‘ y {I || Wi / II \\ | 3 
ness; shoes could have soles that never 1 | =) | ' Wy 1} Wi) Ht} | Hh \\ VII = 
wear thin. Ba a | Hi Hl I /)\\\\\\\ 

ih) ] TILL H/ LM é 
Alanine monomers have been successfully John Yin (right), UW-Madison professor of chemical and biological systems engi- 
joined in dry environments with the aid of | neering, and graduate student Joe Napier (left) at one of the chemical and biologi- 

cal engineering labs at UW-Madison. 
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The only place you'll ever , — 
want to work. A Te 
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You'll never be bored working at Sandia National Laboratories. There are just WG, ar ee ay 

too many exciting challenges and too many stimulating directions your career Ps i pons 

can take. Be a Sandian. Join the team that is changing the world. rl \ 

We have many opportunities for college graduates at the Bachelor's, — zi ; rr 
Master's, and Ph.D. levels in: ij | ] pe 

¢ Electrical Engineering © Chemistry , Re ig by : 

¢ Mechanical Engineering ¢ Business Administration a e af 
: ’ : ‘ < ¢ Nuclear Engineering ° Information Technologies/ fi | | “ee 

¢ Computing Engineering Information Systems ee har I ows 

* Computer Science ... and more. a , ; bef 
a: . ta 4, i 

We offer internship, co-op, and post-doctoral programs. “Lf . ie ern | 

en rae 
(th) Sandia National Laboratories ‘ y ‘fumed Led z 

a, www.sandia.gov i hey it I 
LOCKHEED MARTIN 7 4 Sandia is an equal opportunity employer. Be is 

We maintain a drug-free workplace. 
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So —-* Vehicle team learns from past mistakes 

By Sarah Michaels and Kevin Jayne 

ngineering students at UW-Madison "It's great to be involved with a project that According to ASME's national HPVC Web 
EB have yet another venue for extending allows me to practically apply the flood of _ site, prototypes with speeds of 60 miles per 

classroom knowledge into practical technical information presented to me in hour have been recorded in the speed 
experience. class and gain a hands on opportunity to event. In the utility event, prototypes are 

understand the technical concepts," Aaron _ tested for flexibility in extreme maneuvers 
Last year, the American Society of Arnold, a junior in mechanical engineer- such as tight hairpin and S-turns. The last 
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Human ing, says. event tests the durability of the prototype 
Powered Vehicle Challenge (HPVC) joined in a forty-mile stretch that includes terrain 
the College of Engineering's repertoire of At present there are several types of HPVs differentials such as a C-shaped track, 
competitive design teams. HPVC provides suited for land, air and water. ASME's chal- turns with varying radii and lengthy 
an opportunity for engineering students lenge isa land-based competition in which straight-aways. 

not only to have a diversion from everyday the vehicles have the appearance ofa Bicy- ae . : 
study sessions, but also to transfer theories cle but must meet a wide variety of design The competition also incorporates a techni- 
of engineering into a final product. In addi- criteria. The purpose of the HPVC is to cre- cal communication component. Team 
tion, the project requires students to devel- ate a vehicle which incorporates principles | members prepare a written design report 
op skills in teamwork, organization and of aerodynamics, aesthetics and safety. and a presentation to illustrate the process- 
technical presentation. Once completed, the vehicles compete in — es leading to the final product. 

three events: speed, utility and endurance. 
In only a year, the team has learned a lot 

{ about the wide range of design possibili- 
ties, internal team organization strategies 

| and logistical improvements. The guide- 
a — lines for the HPVC allow for limitless vari- 

rz ations in design. There are no constraining 
H P requirements such as number of wheels or 

tes il number of prototype drivers. The potential 
} i i for unbounded creativity in designing an 

P z a —ae| HPV became evident after last year's com- 
lied er . » . petition. 

Ly eee) i 
MS " "Last year we ran out of time," Jessica 

aa: \ ss | Sanfilippo, president of the team says. "It 

” 4 > | basically became our goal to get a bike out." 
x 

ee > ne ie Last year was a perfect example of the chal- 
| ini lenges in the early stages of the engineering 

: i thee 7 design process. New to the HPVC, the 
\\ . g team was still frantically working on the 

\ 8 finishing touches on the eve of the compe- 
\\ € tition. The organization of the team has 

> drastically changed from last year to this 
3 year. 
= 

UW-Madison's first generation Human Powered Vehicle. The team is looking for Equipped with last year's experience, the 
new ways to improve the design for this year's competition. team is eager to make the necessary 
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improvements for an even better second |) Lae 
. . jee year. One of the most crucial changes the c Re hs 

team made is implementing a more task- / P ‘ 
oriented structure. The 21 members are _ i ‘ 

currently divided into seven subgroups, oP be stiiomail i 
each with a distinct focus in the vehicle's ue . gg ac! 

design: 9 Brake and Drivetrain ga" " : om 

o Energy Storage a ee ie ie 
o Frame yy 
o Fairing bd : © 
o Seat 
o Steering : 
o Testing 

"Since HPV is one of my first opportunities 
to get involved in the design process, I'm MM P| ; 
anxious to move forward on the project," N be — 

Jason Scherk, a member of the seat sub- } 4 * 

group, says. "It is also exciting to be part of . \ 
the team in only its second year of exis- 4 < | 

tence here at Madison, since it should give : : é i , 
us a chance to greatly improve on the bike ™ 3 . 
from last year. ry r/ f | a | 

In addition to improving their organiza- it dames © aa \ Al 

tion, the team also is tackling new struc- *% M ) i hi C9 ‘ 9 \ 

tural design challenges. For instance, the A v \ 
team is considering drastic changes to the . i 
drivetrain, the system that transfers the om a Pi 8 

action of pedaling into forward motion. n'a 

"Our greatest challenge in this year's i oe 
design is definitely making the transition 
from a rear-wheel driven system to a front- 
wheel driven system," Arnold says. "The Py 

drivetrain is the assembly most heavily Pea 

impacted by the decision to go front wheel ao 
drive. The difficulty in a front-wheel driv- x eo | 
en bike lies in the availability of parts, and or 
the potential necessity for custom parts." od 

Nal 
The focused goals of the drivetrain and aa 
braking subgroup are just one example of 
what a single year of experience can do to ee <| e 
improve future designs. 3 

& 

"Last year it was all straight pieces welded a 
together. We want a little bit more fluidity 3 
in our design, which we hope we will get iE 

this year," Sanfilippo says. UW-Madison's HPV team designed last year's vehicle with an aerodynamic fairing 
to reduce drag forces that could slow down the vehicle during competition. 

Sanfilippo hopes this year's design will 
incorporate hydraulic and carbon fiber "I look forward to being able to collaborate tion and improved design ideas of this 
components, and do so in a way that is with my peers to work on a project that is year. Past difficulties have driven the team 
more aesthetically pleasing than last year's truly ours, and I therefore take a lot of to improve their approach and, they hope, 
model. She also hopes the team can finish pride in my work on the HPV team," their entry in the competition. WE 
early in order to have an opportunity to Arnold says. "The collective innovation 
test their prototype before the competition and determination of HPV team members Author Bio: Sarah Michaels is a senior 
and make any necessary last-minute — will be what propels us past any challenges studying English literature and technical 
changes. Overall, the team has a positive _ that arise en route to our end goal." communication. Kevin Jayne is a junior 
outlook for their second year in a new engi- studying mechanical engineering and tech- 
neering extracurricular activity. The mistakes of last year are slowly trans- _ nical communication. 

forming into the successful team organiza- 

ES 
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COMMENTARY 

The finest in eclectic humor 
By Skye McAllister 

engineers do when they graduate 

=5 Look for boyfriend/girlfriend. 

=4 Go ‘Office Space’ on TI 83. 

= 3 Re-adjust to sunlight. yy of 

-2 Calculate the uncertainty involved ~~) = 
in finding a job. ee 

-] Tell freshmen it's not worth it. \| | Pu 

CO Bungee jump off of the Engineering 1 s ) 
Research Building. \ 

1 Urinate on the laboratory of hygiene. WD, 

2 7 . 

2 Don't make any hypotheses or come a - AT 
to any conclusions. *« 

3 Surgically remove stick from... 

4 Get a degree in something enjoyable. 

5 Stop, sigh, and then realize you have to start a real job. 
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